We consider a process {(Jt, Vt)}t >0 on Ex[0, o) 
Introduction
Fluid flow processes can be seen as a class of applied probability models which in many ways is parallel to queues. Frown an application point of view, the historical origin is in both cases performance evaluation in telecommunication, with the difference being motivated in the change of technology: from switchboards in the days of Erlang to modern ATM (asynchronous transfer mode) devices. Mathematically, both class of models have fundamental relations to random walks and more general additive processes. For queues, the classical example is the reflected random walk representation of the waiting time via the Lindley recursion ([5] , Ch. III. [7] [8] . More recently, the use of Markov-modulation for modeling bursty traffic has led into more general Markov additive processes (see e.g. [6] , [7] ) which are also the key tool we use for studying fluid flow nodels, by representing them as reflected versions of finite Markov additive processes with the additive component having the simplest possible structure of a p,re linear drift.
Most of the applied literature deals with the computation of the sl, eady-sl, al, e distribution.
However, as in queueing theory, steady-state theory only tells part of the story and one may want to have some information on transient behavior as well. The purpose of this paper is to present a study of this aspect; in particular, we study the behavior within a busy cycle and bounds and approximations for the time-dependent state probabilities. Since Professor Takcs is one of the main early contributors to busy period analysis and the study of transient behavior for queues (see e.g., his book [39] ), and his work [40] on cycle maxima forms the foundation of an earlier study by the author ( [9] , with Perry), it is a great pleasure to present this contribution in the present volume.
The process {(Jt, Vt)}t > o under study is defined by {Jt} being an irreducible Markov process with finite state space E, ad {Vt} having piecewise linear paths with slope r on intervals where Jt-i,V > O, and reflection at 0. The stability condition ensuring the existence of a limiting steady-state is vir < 0, (1.1) where r-(ri) e E is the stationary distribution of (Jr}, and we let (J,Y) denote a pair of random variables having the limiting stationary distribution of (Jr, V). For the evaluation of the distribution of (J,Y), see Anick et al. [2], Gaver & Lehoczky [19] for some early studies and Asmussen [8] , Rogers [35] for more recent treatments and a more complete set of references (note, however, that the mathematically attractive features of the models have motivated purely theoretical papers like Barlow, Rogers Williams [11]). We write E+-{i E E:r >0}, E_ {i E: r < 0} (for simplicity, it is assumed that r -7(: 0 for all though this assumption is not crucial, cf. [8] ).
A summary of the results and organization of the paper is as follows. One of the main topics is various aspects of busy period behavior. A busy period of length Pi inf{t > O" V 0} starts from V 0 -0 and J0-E +, and ends at the time Pi the process returns to 0. Our first result (Section 3) is an expression for the mean busy period E:iP given in terms of a set of linear equations; the equations involve quantities related to the steady-state solution. Besides its intrinsic interest, the mean busy cycle also enters in an essential way in the rare events analysis which is carried out in Section 5. Letting My(T)-max o < < TV(t), the first result given there states that the cycle maximum Mv(Pi) has an asymptotica-Ily-exponential tail. The implications are that after suitable normalizations, the first time {Y(t)} exceeds a given large level u has an asymptotical exponential distribution, and My(T) itself one of the classical extreme value distributions.
Section 7 deals with transient behavior, more precisely the study of P(V T > u). We show that for large u and T, a certain time epoch of the form T u/'(7) (with n and 7 defined in the body of the paper) plays a crucial role as the time at which (V T > u) approximately attains its stationary value P(V > u) (which in turn is approximately proportional to e-'u). For T<< u/g(7), we determine the approximate form of (V T > u), and for T>> u/g'(7), we evaluate the difference (V :> u)-(V T > u). Further results give a central limit estimate of (V T > u) when T is only moderately different from u/g'(7), and an estimate of the rate of convergence P(U T > u)--,(V > u) when u is fixed and only T--,c.
Whereas most results of the paper are inequalities or approximation_s,0/ction 8 contains a variety of exact results. In particular, we find the Laplace transform Eie of the busy period and the related time 7_(u) the system needs to empty from a large level u. However, the expressions involve a functional inversion and may appear too complicated to be useful for computational purposes (in fact, it does not seem not straightforward just to differentiate to derive the mean of Pi or r_ (u)). Nevertheless, [Vr_ (u) can be evaluated exactly.
Section 2 gives the preliminaries and a summary of the most relevant result from the literature. In particular, some basic matrices occurring in the steady-state solution are introduced; they are of basic importance in the present paper as well, since the computational evaluation of the busy period/transient behavior results turns out to require either just these matrices, or matrices of just the same form but defined via duality in terms of time reversion, sign reversion or change of parameters. In Section 4, we introduce the basic technique used in most of the paper, change of measure via exponential families. In fact, some of the results show that this is not only a convenient mathematical tool but that the process in certain situations will behave precisely as if the parameters were changed in this way. In particular, Section 6 gives a precise description of this type of process behavior prior to exceedance of a large level in a busy cycle, a result which also determines the optimal change of measure in rare events simulation.
The results of the paper are exemplified via a simple two-state model in Section 9; this example may be read before the body of the paper to get a first impression of the flavor of the results. The Appendix contains two proofs deferred to there.
We finally mention that, though not developed in detail, most of the analysis of the present paper carries over to fluid models with Brownian noise which have received some recent attention, see in particular Gaver & Lehoczky [20] , Kennedy & Williams [25] , Asmussen [8] , Rogers [1.6] ).
An illustration of the connection between {Vt} and {St} is given in Figure 2 .1. This figure shows also another fundamental tool of the paper (as well as of [8] 
Notation like refers in an obvious way to {t)" In particular, since clearly {M (t) > x} {Y+ (x) _< t), Proposition 2.1 yields computed as the solution of linear equations. We start with the case of P e, which may be worthwhile treating separately because we get matrices of lower dimension than as for P. [9] , a somewhat similar argument is carried out in branching process language. As was kindly pointed out by Dr. S. Grishechkin, the process in question is not a branching process in the strict sense (some of the required independencies fail). However, the argument for expected values is correct.
V1
Now consider the more general case of P. 
Likelihood Ratio Identities
We now turn to the construction of an exponential family of fluid models, such that the 0 member has a changed intensity matrix A(0)-(A!))i,j e E, but is otherwise unchanged (in particular, the r are the same), and that the case 0-0 corresponds to the given process, i.e.
(0)-^. 
The idea behind the likelihood ratio method is basically to change the mean drift lEE of {St} from negative to positive values, thereby giving rare events like { + (u)} P0, i-probability
one. The following result shows that this is attained for 0 70" Let 0() denote the cumulant g.f. for the P0,/-process. From the Wiener-Hopf identity (2.6) and 7r(')h(7)-0, we obtain ()h c,(-+ ) (7) o v(-) (7) From this it follows that the r.h.s, of (4.6) is indeed a left eigenvector of U + )(7) corresponding to the eigenvalue 0. Thus the result follows from r('r) A,,e (using that et + )e e). the result follows. (u)} is an irreducible Markov process. Since the limiting stationary distribution is (+)(7), 4- [9] ). For fluid models, one can as in [9] The GI/G/1 analog of Theorem 5.1 was obtained by Iglehart [24] and extended to more general queues in [9] .
We shall not apply Theorem 
Thus, e.g., Tk(U is the time spent in state k before v + (u), Nkj(U is the number of jumps from k to j, and Nkj(u)/Tk(u is the average rate of such jumps. [4] (see in particular Theorem 5.1 of that paper). See also Anantharam [1] .
The result has implications for quick simulation. Assume we want to estimate the probability Pi(v + (u)< Pi) of buffer overflow within a busy cycle by simulation. The crude Monte Carlo method has the typical problem of rare events simulation (a low relative precision so that an excessive number of replications is needed), and thus we may want to speed up the simulation by a change of measure. Formally, the simulation can be seen as picking a point at random from the probability space ([2,,) , where [2 is the set of all sample paths {(Jt, Vt)}o<_t<_ r+ (u) AP i, ff the obvious r-field and F the restriction of Pi to (,ff). The change of measure amounts to simulating from a different P, i.e. to use importance sampling, and by general results from that area, the optimal P is given by Fi(" v + (u) < Pi)" This choice is not practicable, one among many reasons being that the likelihood ratio involves the unknown probability i(-+ (u) < Pi)" However, by Theorem 6.1
Pi(" '+ (u) < Pi) " PT;i(" Iv + (u) < Pi), which suggests to simulate simply from PT;i; the transition from PT;i(. Note that the approach to rare events simulation is most of the literature (e.g. Bucklew (7) exists, then (7.1)is rihi/rje-TU(y)/O(e-TU).
For the proof, we shall need some lemmas. Letting v-T-+ (u) and noting that v--,oe conditionally upon if~, + (u) (and according to (7. 2) (it follows that asymptotically (7. The implication of Corollary 7.5 is that if we are interested in valued in excess of u (say u is the buffer size of an ATM model), then T u/g'('y) plays a critical role as the time at which P(V T > u) becomes of the same order of magnitude as for the steady state. We may be more ambitious and ask for bounds or approximations on the convergence rate in Corollary 7.5. Define a as the solution > 70 of n'(cu)-l/y, cf. ., using Lemma 7.2 in the last step.
Note that the condition y > 1/maxi6 E r is no restriction: Vyu <_ u so that P(Vyu > u) O. + Remark 7.7: Heuristically, we can sharpen (7.4) Inserting these estimates in (7.5) and noting that w2 ya"(cy), (7.6) follows.
Y
The main difficulty in making the proof precise is that one needs a sharpened version of the CLT for -+ (u) (basically a local CLT with remainder term). However, also (7.7) needs a more rigorous proof.
If y is larger than the critical value 1/'(7), we can get a bound on the deviation from the steady-state value: Theorem 7.8: Assume y > 1/n'(7) and let a.u-ytc(Cty). Then "( Non-negativity follows from (7.9).
The form of the above results originate from classical collective risk theory, a setting which is mathematically equivalent to the M/G/1 queue. Thus Theorem 7.1 was proved in that framework by Segerdahl [36], whereas Theorem 7.6 goes back to Gerber [21] (in the setting of [21] , Theorem 7.6 takes the form of an exact inequality) and (7.6) to Arfwedson [3] . The present proof appears to use less information than is inherent in the definition of cu, 7u. However, as in [21] this definition will produce the maximal 7y for which the argument works. The idea behind the choice of cy is essentially the saddlepoint method, to make E a ' (u) '
T yu.
y;" + Here is an estimate of the rate of convergence to the steady state which is different from (7.8) by fixing u and letting only T--oc. 
V1
The aI/a/1 version of Theorem 7.9 is due to gooko [3] . we conjecture that the condition of stationary initial conditions for {Jr} is not critical for the rates in Theorem 7.8, 7.9 and that (of. standard relaxation time results for simple queues, e.g. [5] , pp. 95, 262-262) the correct rate of convergence in Theorem 7.9 is T/T3/2.
Note that (7.10) can be seen as a limiting case of (7.4) 
